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Things to Consider Before Getting a Loan or Investment from Friends and Family 
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Borrowing money from friends and family is often the easiest and cheapest way 
to get financing for your business. This is because your friends and family will not 
usually require all the documents you would need for a bank or MFI loan, and 
usually they won’t require collateral. However, if not done right it can cause 
problems with the relationship because of unmet expectations. If you are going 
to borrow money from friends and family then below are some key points to 
consider:  
 
១. េត&អ(ក*នែផន.រ0ជីវកម5 និង.រព9ករណ៍លំហូរ@ច់CDក់េហ&យឬេG? 
1. Do you have a business plan and cashflow forecast?  
 
េkះ<មិត-ភក- ិ ឬ3គ56រអYកមិន3ត]វ!រក៏េrយ ក៏!របAq ញេyពួកេគនូវឯក6រkងំេនះ 
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Even though your friends or family may not require this, by showing them you 
have this not only will it increase their confidence it is good business practice and 
will increase the chance of business success.  
 
២. CតJវ*ន.ររKពឹងទុកចOស់Qស ់
2. Be Clear about expectations 
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េប:សិន<ពួកេគឱiអYកខ$ ីលុយ }គីkងំសងtង3ត]វែតកំណតរ់យៈ
េពលៃនកម$ ីឱiLនច�ស់�ស់ អ3\!រ3Lក់ (េប:សិនRន) និង
លក�ខណ� <ក់�ក់�េត:Rនដំេ?ះ36យអ_ ីចំេ[ះករណីអYកខកtន
កH Iង!របងស់ង។ 
 
If they are loaning you money, be sure both parties know the 
terms, interest rates (if any), and be clear about what happens 
if you miss a payment.  
ពិ}ក�bY ៖ េត:Rនអ_ ីេក:តេឡ:ង េប:សិនអYកមិនUចសង3តឡប់កម$ ី
Lនេrយ6រែតUជីវកមWអYកប�ជ័យ? 
3ត]វ3Lកដ�3គប់bY យល់ច�ស់ពី�និភ័យេនះ។ 
 
Discuss together: What happens if you cannot pay back the 
loan because your business fails? 
Make sure that everyone understands this risk.  
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េប:សិនពួកេគវ �និេlគកH IងUជីវកមWរបស់អYក oសំtន់?ស់ែដលពួក
េគ3ត]វដឹង�េត:ពួកេគនឹងLនទទួល}គ�ភចំនួនប៉ុaW នពីUជីវ
កមWអYក? (ឧ. ២០%, ៤០% <េដ:ម) 
 
If they are investing in your business then it is important to 
know how much of the business they will get in return (e.g. 
20%, 40%, etc.) 
េត:េគនឹងទទួលLនលុយរបស់េគេyវ �ញេrយរេប`ប?? <3Lក់
ចំេណញ? <3Lក់ចំណូលពី!រលក់របស់UជីវកមW? 3បសិនេប:o<
3Lក់ចំេណញ េត:ពួកេគRន!ររ�ពឹងទុកប៉ុន?? 
 
How will they get their money back? Profits? Sale of the 
business? If its profits, what are their expectations?  
េត:ពួកេគយល់ច�ស់ពី�និភ័យឬេទ? េត:Rនអ_ ីេក:តេឡ:ង េប:សិន
UជីវកមWដួលរលំ? 
 
Are they clear about the risk? What happens if the business 
fails?  
េត:ពួកេគនឹងេធ_ :<ៃដគូUជីវកមW ែដលចូលរមួ3គប់3គងUជីវកមW
<មួយbY  ឬក ៏មិនចូលរមួ3គប់3គងUជីវកមWេទ? 
 
Will they be involved in the business or a silent partner? 
េត:ពួកេគ3ត]វ!ររLយ!រណ៍ដូចេម-ច? 
 
What reporting will they require? 

 
៣. សរេសរ<�យលក�ណ៍អក�រ 
3. Put it in writing 
 
 
េហតុអ_ ី? 
Why? 

េkះបី<ចំណុចេនះ�ក់ដូច<មិនvំLច់ ែត!រេរ`បចំនូវឯក6រ
<�យ លក�ណ៍អក�រ Uចជួយ!រ[រអYក និងមិត- ឬ3គ56ររបស់អYក
Lន។ អYកUចនឹង3ត]វ3តឡប់េyេlងេល:ឯក6រកិច$3ពមេ3ព�ង
េaះLន<និច$ េ�េពល?ែដលRន!រមិនចុះស3ម �ងbY ?មួយ
េក:តេឡ:ង។ 
 
Although this may not seem necessary, having it in writing 
protects you and your friends or family. You can always refer 
back to the agreement if there are any disagreements.  

 
 
 
េធ_ :រេប`ប?? 
How? 

សរេសរនូវកិច$3ពមេ3ព�ងR$ ស់}គហុ៊ន (Rនទ3មង់គំរេូ�ទីេនះ) 
 
Write a Shareholders Agreement  
(an example template is here)  
3ត]វច�ស់�អYកRនកិច$3ពមេ3ព�ង<�យលក�ណ៍អក�រ េហ:យ}គី
kងំពីរ Lនចុះហតdេលtេrយ�� ល់។ ល{ បំផុតែដលអYក3ត]វRនអYកទី
៣ ឬទី៤ (គួរែត<បុគ�លអព�3កឹត ឬក៏Uច<េម�វ   េប:សិនអYក
Rនលទ¡}ពបង់ៃថGេម�វ  ) 
 
Make sure you have the agreement written down, and all 
parties sign the original copy. It is best to have a 3rd or 4th 
person (ideally a neutral person or even a lawyer, if you can 
afford this).  



3ត]វច�ស់�RY ក់ៗ3ត]វRនឯក6រកិច$3ពមេ3ព�ងច�ប់េដ:ម១ច�ប់។ 
 
Make sure everyone has their own copy of the agreement.  
រក�ឯក6រែដលLនចុះហតdេលtរចួ <ច�ប់ឌីជីថល(ែសj ន)មួយទុក
កH IងករណីអYកLត់ឯក6រេដ:ម។ 
 
Keep a digital (scanned) copy of the signed agreement in case 
you lose the original hard copy. 

 


